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Evolve Systems
Designed for the way people work, Evolve
meets the challenges of today’s rapidly
changing workplace.
crisp

and

clean

Featuring simple,

aesthetics,

Evolve’s

adaptability provides limitless planning
possibilities for a greater return on your
investment.

The Evolve System is Greenguard certified
to rigorous indoor air quality standards
for low-emitting interior products.

Paper stock used in printing this brochure
contains post consumer recycled content.

Above: Worksurfaces and trim shown in
Shaker Cherry (7935-07LP) with storage
and panel trim in Designer White (DWT)
paint finish. Panels shown in Frost Blight
(FR32). Seating shown is Global M9 in
Replay Coal (RP34).

Below: Worksurfaces and trim shown in
True White (S645LP) with storage and
panel trim in Designer White (DTW) trim
and Nevada (NEV) paint finish. Panels
shown in Ramble Amazon (RM13).
Seating shown is Global Priority in Replay
Coal (RP34).

Pedestal cushion is Replay Autumn (RP30)
and monitor arm is Tungsten (TUN).

Evolve is furniture that fits your work style and your budget.

Furniture for today, flexibility for tomorrow. Evolve’s Light Panel System creates
a sense of openness without sacrificing individual space or storage capabilities.
Shared workstations promote collaboration and reduce the overall footprint.

Open frame legs provide more space
under the surface, while the tool rails keep
the worksurface clear when combined
with hanging accessories. Open frame
glass screens create seated privacy while
retaining a sense of light and openness.
eSTOR cabinets contribute to space
definition and privacy. A variety of cabinet
configurations offer multiple solutions to
storage requirements. Cables can also be
routed through the base of the cabinets,
minimizing the need for power feeds.
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Worksurfaces in True White (S645LP) and
Designer White (DWT) trim with storage
and panel trim in Tungsten (TUN) paint
finish. Panels shown in Frost Earth (FR31)
and Ramble Amazon (RM13). Seating
shown is Global Priority in Replay Coal
(RP34).

Create privacy anywhere.

Evolve’s panels are stackable in 6”, 12” & 24” modules from 30 inches up to
25 feet and allow private offices to be constructed without relying on existing
walls. Interchangeable fabric, laminate and glass finish options can be used
to achieve varying privacy, acoustical and aesthetic needs without needing to

Add-on as needed. Evolve can easily grow
and reconfigure as your needs change.
Start with a basic 6’x6’ station and add
as needed, using shared components for
cost savings.

disassemble panels offsite.
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Above: Worksurfaces in True White
(S645LP) and Designer White (DWT) trim
with storage and panel trim in Nevada
(NEV) paint finish. Panels shown in Frost
Blight (FR32). Pedestal cushions shown in
Replay Autumn (RP30). Seating shown is
Global M9 in Replay Autumn (RP30).

Below: Worksurfaces and trim shown in
Shaker Cherry (7935-07LP) with storage
and panel trim in Designer White (DWT)
paint finish. Panels shown in Frost Blight
(FR32). Seating shown is Global Roma in
Autumn Orange (AO) Mesh and Replay
Autumn (RP30) seat.

Promote collaboration, while retaining a sense of
individual space.

The Evolve Panel System can be stacked and switched for maximum flexibility
and effortless reconfiguration. Panels also integrate plug and play connectivity
at the worksurface and offer proven wire management to meet your power
and data needs. Cost-effective planning is made easy with Evolve’s range of
ergonomic worksurfaces and practical storage options.

Evolve panels provide the planning
flexibility to create open collaborative
workspaces, while maintaining storage
options required for effective organization.
The addition of a technology slat wall,
when combined with hanging accessories,
keeps frequently used items readily
available while freeing up valuable
worksurface space.
Lower height panels and 120 degree
worksurfaces provide spacious work areas,
as well as open communication with other
team members.
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Worksurfaces and trim shown in Shaker Cherry
(7935-07LP) with storage and panel trim in
Tungsten (TUN) paint finish. Panels shown in
Frost Earth (FR31) and Ramble Amazon (RM13).
Seating shown is Global Proietto in Dani Leather
Costa Rica Winter White (CO59) and Global Zooey
Guest in Replay Pistachio (RP26).

A new interpretation of the private office.

Integrate freestanding components for maximum flexibility and customization.
A combination of freestanding and panel mounted components can be used to
add privacy, divide space and create a unique work space environment.
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Achieve an impressive range of planning
applications. The flexibility of Evolve
components allows you to create a range
of planning applications – from reception
to private office – while maintaining a
consistent look throughout the office
environment.
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Above: Worksurfaces and trim shown in
Shaker Cherry (7935-07LP) with storage
and panel trim in Silver (SIL) paint finish.
Panels shown in Ramble Tumbleweed
(RM16). Seating shown is Global Proietto
in Replay Coal (RP34). Shown with
exclusive Evolve graphic panel.

Below: Worksurfaces in True White
(S645LP) and Designer White (DWT) trim
with storage and panel trim innTungsten
(TUN) paint finish. Panels shown in Ramble
Tumbleweed (RM16). Seating shown is
Global Roma in Autumn Orange (AO) Mesh
and Replay Autumn (RP30) seat.

A complete office landscape.

Rising real estate costs, multi-generational workforces, and new styles of
working are a few of the challenges today’s office must overcome. The simplicity
and flexibility of Evolve’s design enables reconfiguration of a space utilizing
existing components to keep long-term costs low. Evolve’s comprehensive
product offering creates complete office landscapes that can adapt to change.

Enhance office environments with Graphic
Panels. Virtually any image can be printed
on fabric and upholstered on Evolve
panels to create corporate identity, team
environments or collaboration areas.
Graphics can be easily replaced as needs
change.
Encourage collaboration & communication
through workstation clusters. Evolve’s
extensive range of worksurface shapes
enable a variety of planning options. A
combination of worksurface types support
a simple, yet contemporary look, while
maximizing desk surface area. Low height
panels provide privacy without impeding
teamwork essential to call center and
training environments.
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B.

C.

D.

Furniture for a sustainable world.

A. Evolve offers fabrics that are made from 100% recycled polyester, which means less waste going to landfills,
reduced demand for petroleum products, and fewer environmental impacts from the processing of petroleum
products into polyester.
B. Evolve has developed a panel interior made from 100% recycled wood and polypropylene. Through innovative
design and technology, Evolve utilizes waste that would have normally been sent to landfill.

Our environmental success story began with the challenge to create an office

C. Evolve Panels are insulated with a mineral fiber insulation made from slag (an inert steel by-product) and basalt
rock. This material’s high density provides maximum sound absorption to reduce noise in the work environment.
Mineral fiber insulation is fire resistant, water repellent and will not support the growth of fungi or mildew.

firm commitment to save and protect the environment. Sustainability became

D. Evolve’s epoxy powder coating process involves no liquids and is solvent free. It does not contain any harmful
VOC’s or lead. Up to 99% of over sprayed powder is reclaimed, mixed with virgin powder and reused. All powder
that doesn’t get re-circulated is recycled and used to paint non-exposed parts.
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system that would meet today’s business requirements while maintaining a
a part of the creative focus and development of Evolve that incorporates the

Evolve panels make extensive use of
recycled plastic and wood waste from
other Global factories — panels are
comprised of up to 82% recycled content
and are 100% recyclable.

latest technology and design features to provide excellent performance at
a competitive price. Evolve sets a standard for reducing waste and recycling
materials in its manufacturing.
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